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Novotroitsk chromium plant says tests prove it's not polluting

LONDON (Metal-Pages) 01-Jun-11.  Russian chromium producer Novotroitsk Plant of Chromium Compounds
is preparing to challenge claims by the Federal Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology that the plant has
been polluting its local waterway, the river Ural.

The company argues that the findings of the environmental compliance audit carried out at its facilities by the
Volga region environmental department appear to have been misinterpreted - and that pollution claims should
not have been publicised before all evidence could be heard in full.

Even with the alleged misinterpretation, the findings record excess emissions in only one category - dust - and
vindicate the company's assertion that its tailings dam is in good condition and poses no threat of leaks,
according to documents seen by news agency RIA Novosti.

"There was no confirmation of tailings "overflowing" the settling pond," according to the environmental
services report dated April 5, quoted by the news agency. The findings contradict the recent statements by
lobbyists and the Environment Ministry that the plant had failed to comply with regulations, leaving its
neighbourhood on a brink of ecological disaster.

"As the results of groundwater tests in the vicinity of the tailings pond show, the groundwater does not contain
chromium traces and is not by any means flowing into the river Ural," the plant's general director Alexey
Ivanov commented. "The plant, located at a considerable distance (no less than six kilometres) away from the
main waterways does not and cannot cause any dumping of liquid or solid process waste into the River Ural".

The management also takes issue with the Environment Ministry's claim that the amount of chrome-bearing
waste the plant generates had increased by 30% in 2010 compared with previous years. The increase
compared with 2009 should be viewed in light of the plant having operated at only 50% of capacity in 2009 in
the wake of the global financial crisis. There is little difference in the amount of waste generated in 2010
compared with pre-crisis years of normal operations, Novotroitsk plant's management claims.

"The plant is constantly monitoring ground water quality in the area of its tailings pond. In addition NPCC is
implementing out a whole range of measures aimed at preventing any damage to the environment from the
pond's contents. One of these was the reconstruction of the tailings dam in 2008 which enabled its usage to
be extended by 22 years, at a cost of RUB150 million," the company stated.
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